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A Celebration Of The Music Of Chicago
The Ultimate Tribute to the  “Rock and Roll Band With Horns”

WCC is an 8 piece band that captures the very same authentic sound of pretty well every hit of Chicago's over 
two-decade span of hits from 1970 to 1991. Each player is dedicated to recreating the sound, energy, and intensity of 
every song musically and vocally. 

The multimedia show is a combination of video, graphics, and texts, heightening the audience experience and 
complementing the stories behind the lyrics.   

There are extremely few Chicago tribute bands in the world, as any online search will verify, and WCC is arguably the 
cream of the crop, musically, vocally, and visually. 

WCC will appeal to all ages, especially to those who were listening to the radio and buying Chicago albums during 
their peak years in the ’70s and '80s. WCC truly is “A Celebration Of The Music Of Chicago”   

Don’t miss this phenomenal tribute to CHICAGO! A legacy of Rock, Horns, & Hits! 

Vocal Line Up
Singing the Chicago songs made famous by 
Robert Lamm, Terry Kath, and Peter Cetera

Horn Section
Replicating the sounds of James Pankow, 

Lee Loughnane, Walter Parazaider

Rhythm Section
The rhythmic energy that 
drives the feel and groove

Paul Clarke: Musical Director
keyboards, vocals

Greg Farrugia: trombone, percussion, 
background vocals

Mike Crean: drums

Mon Gonzales: lead guitar, vocals Garth Balint: trumpet, flugelhorn, 
percussion

Arne Eigenfeldt: bass, 
background vocals

Scott Driscoll: lead vocals, guitar, 
percussion

Graham Howell: saxophone, flute, 
percussion. 







VIDEOS

click on the hyperlinks to access videos

Dialogue (Chicago) cover by WCC - LIVE IN CONCERT - YouTube

"Old Days" (Chicago) cover by WCC - YouTube

'You're the Inspiration' (Chicago) cover by WCC - YouTube

WCC - in concert

Saturday In The Park (Chicago) cover by WCC - YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W-hiTsVpolg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6sLOa0FpCbI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yTNo1VbgygM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kq2mSRkf02c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zb_bbkCvDT8







